
SOUTH CLUBS' WOMEN'S HOCKEY LEAGUE REGULATIONS (FOR 2019/20 SEASON) 

Guidance notes are provided in italics 

1. THE LEAGUE 

1.1 The league shall be called the South Clubs' Women's Hockey League ("the League") and 

must be so referred to in all correspondence and publicity and in any other circumstances 

in which the name of the League is used.   

1.2 The League shall consist of three divisions (Division 1, Division 2 and Division 3, which 

shall consist of two equal sections to be called Division 3A and Division 3B).  All Divisions 

shall each normally contain 12 teams (subject to the Committee's discretion to alter the 

number where necessary).  The League shall be open to one or more teams from any 

club, being a team that is affiliated to both England Hockey and to the Southern Counties 

Hockey Association (SCHA) and that qualifies for entry. 

1.3 Teams will qualify via one of the five women's county leagues within the South namely: 

the previous season's winners of Middlesex HA Women's League and Three Counties 

Women's Hockey League normally feeding into Division 3A, and the previous season's 

winners of Hampshire Women's Hockey League, Surrey HA Ladies' League and Sussex 

Ladies Hockey League normally feeding into Division 3B. At the discretion of the League 

Committee, promoted teams could be placed into Division 3A or 3B. 

Guidance Note Throughout these regulations, the League, with a capital 'L', means the 

South Clubs' Women's Hockey League.  

2. MANAGEMENT 

2.1 The organisation of the League shall be undertaken by a League Committee consisting of 

the Officers of the League, a representative of the Southern Counties Hockey Umpires 

Association (SCHUA) and a representative of the SCHA.  The Officers of the League shall 

be the Chairman, the League Secretary, the Match Secretary, the Registration Secretary, 

the Division 3A/3B Liaison Officer and ex officio members, and shall be elected at the 

Annual General Meeting of the League and approved by the South Council.  Their periods 

of office shall commence at the end of the AGM and run until the end of the next AGM.  

All Officers shall be eligible for re-election annually.  Nominations for Officer Appointments 

may be made by the League Committee or by a club participating in the League.  

Nominations shall be submitted in writing to the League Secretary no later than one week 

before the date of the AGM.  The League Committee shall have the power to co-opt 

additional members.  

2.2 Annual General Meeting 

(a) Notice of the AGM, a list of nominations for officers, a copy of the agenda, a copy 

of any amendments to the League Regulations and a copy of any other proposals 

shall be sent to each participating club at least 14 days before the date of the 

meeting. 

(b) Those entitled to attend and vote shall be one representative from each of the 

clubs participating in the League at the end of the previously completed season 

and from each of those clubs promoted or relegated into the League for the 

following season, together with a representative from each of the SCHUA and the 

SCHA. 

(c) The business to be transacted at the AGM shall include the presentation of 

reports from the Chair and SCHUA, the election of Officers, amendments to the 

League Regulations and presentations of the trophies.  Proposals from Clubs to 

make amendments to the League Regulations may be submitted in writing to the 
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League Secretary at any time up until the last scheduled league game of the 

season, as stated in the handbook. No proposals may be submitted after that date.  

Amendments to those proposals may be considered at the AGM but any change 

to the League Regulations shall be solely at the discretion of the League 

Committee.  Any other proposals from Clubs may be submitted in writing to the 

League Secretary at any time up until the last scheduled league game of the 

season, as stated in the handbook. No proposals may be submitted after that date.  

Amendments to those proposals may be considered at the AGM and will require a 

majority vote from the members present. 

3. MEMBERSHIP FEE 

All teams participating in the League shall pay an annual fee for each team participating in 

the League as decided by the League Committee.  The due date will be set annually by 

the League Committee. Any club that has not paid the fee by the due date shall not 

participate in the League.  Any club that pays the annual fee by 31st August shall receive 

a discount on the fee as decided by the League Committee.  Any club that has not 

provided a representative at the AGM of the League at the end of the season shall incur a 

penalty of £100, to be paid in addition to their affiliation fee for the following season. The 

fine will be doubled for a club that fails to provide a representative for two AGM’s in 

succession. Additional breaches will incur a points deduction to be applied to each 

team the Club has participating in the League for the following season The fines 

will not apply where a clubs only team in the League is relegated at the end of the 

season relevant to the AGM. 

Guidance Note This season 2019/20 full payment for all divisions will be required 

by 7th September 2019 

It is important Clubs are represented at the AGM and simply paying the fine for non 

attendance is not acceptable. If the situation arises that the points deduction is triggered 

the affected teams will start the following season on minus points.  

4. PLAYER ELIGIBILITY 

Each Club shall submit to the Registration Secretary, via the Fixtures Live registration 

system (or such other system as the League Committee shall decide from time to time), a 

list of players eligible to participate in the League and shall notify the Registration 

Secretary by email when such list has been submitted. In the case of season 2019/20 

this must be by 13th September 2019. The list shall be limited to 40 players where the 

club has only one team in the League, with an additional 20 players for each additional 

team in the League. When a club wishes to make amendments to this list, the club 

must submit the amendments via Fixtures Live (or to the appropriate replacement 

system) and must also notify the Registration Secretary by email to be received no 

later than 7 clear days prior to the match in which the player concerned is to play.  

 

 Any such registrations will be approved or declined by the Registration Secretary via 

Fixtures Live (or as appropriate) fixing the date on that system from which a player is 

eligible to play.  No new registrations will be accepted if the registration request date 

falls after the fifth from last League game of the season. (See Guidance below). 

 

The League requires Clubs to comply with the EH regulations regarding players who 

are pregnant. For the avoidance of doubt a player is not permitted to play in any 

League match after the 12th week of pregnancy. 

 

Guidance Note Clubs must check on Fixtures Live the date on which amendments have 

been approved or declined to establish when a player is eligible to play.  This rule sets out 

the procedure to be followed and it continues to be essential that the Registration 
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Secretary is notified by a separate email both when the first list has been submitted and 

when changes are requested. The consequence of the 7-day requirement is that an email 

received by the Registration Secretary on a Saturday will not entitle the newly registered 

player to play on the following Saturday. No new registration requests will be accepted 

after the date of the fifth from last league game of the season. In the case of 2019/20 

then the last date to apply for registration is Friday 6th March 2020.  

4.1 To be eligible to participate in the League, each player must be a bona fide member of the 

club that she is representing.  A player playing for another club in any outdoor ladies' 

league match shall be deemed to have ceased to be a member of the club that registered 

her and shall be treated as deregistered.  A player is deemed to have represented and 

played for a team if her name appears on the team sheet or match report form regardless 

of whether she actually played. 

Guidance Note: 

Clubs with teams in Division 1 should be aware of the Investec WHL Regulation 5.3.2 ii 

that permits promotion of the winner of a Regional League only if that team can 

demonstrate that they have complied fully with the requirements of WHL Regulation 

4.2.14 concerning the nationality of players during the season. 

4.2 A registered player, who has represented her club in the League, may transfer once in 

any one season and represent another club participating in the League.  The normal 

registration procedures shall apply.  Upon confirmation by the Registration Secretary in 

writing or by email, the player shall be ineligible to represent the club with which she was 

first registered.  A player rejoining a club for which she was previously registered shall be 

treated as transferring to that club, so that the transfer rules apply. No transfer shall be 

accepted after 17th January for season 2019/20.  

Guidance Note If a player rejoins a club, for which she was registered earlier in the 

season, from another club within the League, she will not be allowed to participate in 

League matches.  If a player rejoins a club, for which she was registered earlier in the 

season, from a club outside the League, she is to be treated as transferring to her 

previous club within this transfer rule so that she cannot be registered for that club after 

17th January for season 2019/20.  

It is politely suggested that before a Club accepts a transfer of a player from another Club, 

they make contact with that Club to ascertain if there is any money/kit owed or due to be 

returned by the departing player. In addition, check if there has been a red card where the 

period of suspension has not yet been completed. 

4.3 (a) A club with a single team competing in the Investec Women’s Hockey League (EHL) 

shall submit to the Registration Secretary annually, no later than midday on the Friday 

before the first League date, a preliminary list of its EHL squad, nominating the 11 active 

players who are not eligible to play in the League.  Amendments to this preliminary list 

must be submitted to the Registration Secretary for approval.  Each such club shall 

submit to the Registration Secretary, no later than the date of the fourth League fixture, a 

final list of its EHL squad, nominating the 11 players who are not eligible to play in the 

League. None of these players can also be registered for the League.  The players listed 

on the final list must appear regularly on an EHL team-sheet (Match Report form).  

Amendment to the final list of 11 players can only be made with prior approval of the 

League Committee and any player removed from the list of 11 players must be replaced.  

An updated list of nominated players must be submitted to the Registration Secretary for 

approval prior to the first league game after the Christmas break. 

(b)   Clubs that have two Women’s teams competing in the EHL must submit to the 

Registration Secretary in the time scale give above; 16 active payers in their higher EHL 

team squad and a further 11 active players in their lower EHL team squad; who are not 
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eligible to play in the League. None of these payers can be registered for the League. The 

provisions applicable to a Club with one EHL team identified in (a) above will in all other 

respects apply to the Clubs with two teams in EHL. 

(c) Clubs who have teams that play in EHL are required to provide details of the players 

who played in each match.  A copy of the team sheet showing the starting line up shall be 

sent by email or post to the Registration Secretary to arrive by the Wednesday following 

the day on which the EHL team(s) played. 

(d) A Breach of regulation 4.3 that consists of a failure to provide the nominated players 

lists and/or match form information will result in a fine of £25 but persistent offenders can 

expect the fine to be replaced by a points deduction at the discretion of the League 

Committee.   

Guidance Note.  An example of when a club might wish to amend its list of 11 nominated 

players is when one of the nominated players has been injured and wishes to play lower 

down while returning from injury.  That player should be replaced on the list of 11 and 

registered for the League team. The League expects those Clubs with two teams in EHL 

to move injured or out of form players from their higher EHL team to their lower EHL team 

and not direct to the League team.  

Please note however that Regulation 4.4A will still apply. If in doubt it is strongly advised 

that the Club make contact with the League Committee before selecting such a player for 

a League match. 

It is recommended that you make all of the above clear to your Clubs EHL team(s) 

coach/manager(s) before the season starts and agree a procedure to ensure these 

regulations can be complied with. 

4.4 A club with more than one team in the League shall nominate on their list of registered 

players 10 active outfield players (starred players) who will be eligible to play in the 

highest team only and, where relevant, the 10 active players eligible to play for each of 

the next highest team only and so on.  A goal keeper is not regarded as an out field player 

for the purposes of this regulation. If the club has more than one team in the same 

division, the club must nominate which is the higher team (and, where relevant, the next 

highest and so on). Such lists shall be submitted to the Registration Secretary annually no 

later than midday on the Friday before the first League date.  Amendment to the list of 

starred players can only be made with prior approval of the League Committee and any 

player removed from the list of starred players must be replaced. Updated lists of starred 

players must be submitted to the Registration Secretary for approval prior to the first 

league game of the season and by dates to be nominated by the League Committee at 

the start of each season (which shall be a date shortly after the October break, Christmas 

break, and just before the last registration request date). 

4.4A A lower team must not be strengthened to gain an unfair advantage at any time. A player 

who has consistently appeared on the match report form for a higher team must not play 

for a lower team particularly in the second half of the season unless  

4.4A (i) the Club can satisfy the League Committee that it is due to genuine injury 

or loss of form OR 

4.4A (ii) the Club can demonstrate that the player has genuinely been playing for 

both the higher and the lower team during the current season. 

Guidance Note Please be aware that the starred list can be amended at other times by 

making a direct request to the Registration Secretary with a reason acceptable to the 

League Committee (e.g. disciplinary, injury, loss of form etc). The seven clear days rule 

will still apply however so e.g. consider changing the starred list a week or so before you 
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determine that a player has lost form sufficiently to warrant them being dropped. Similarly, 

if a player is struggling with a minor injury or has to have several weeks off due to an 

injury; consider their starred status well before you want them to play their way back in a 

lower team. 

It is a Club’s responsibility to manage selection for their teams. Please remember that a 

player, who has consistently played for the higher team, is not automatically able to play 

for the lower team without the Club first satisfying the League Committee that the player 

meets one of the requirements of 4.4.A (i) or 4.4.A (ii). The fact  a player is registered for 

a lower side does not make them a regular player in that side if the reality is they have 

spent all season or the bulk of the season playing for the higher side at the point you are 

considering playing them in the lower side.  If there is any doubt as to whether a player 

can drop into a lower team please make contact with the League Committee before 

selecting the player for the lower side. The following examples are to assist in 

understanding how the rule applies and applies equally to a Club with one or more teams 

in EHL and a team in the League.  

1. The Club has two teams in SCWHL. The 1st Team plays in Div. 1 and the second in 

Div. 3B. Player A has been registered for the Div. 3B team but due to availability 

issues in the Div. 1 squad, she has played the first 8 matches for them and none for 

the Div. 3B side. She has now changed jobs and her new shift pattern means she 

cannot play every Saturday. The availability problem in the Div. 1 squad seems to be 

ending and the Coach wants to return Player A to the Div. 3B side. Before she plays 

for the Div. 3B side - explain the position to the League Committee. Given that 

scenario we are unlikely to have any objections to Player A returning to the Div. 3B 

side and playing for the team for the rest of the season. 

2. Player A has now returned to the Div. 3B side and has played 2 of their last 4 

matches (she was unavailable to play for the other 2 because of her work). A match 

has been rescheduled for the Div. 1 side due to bad weather. The following weekend, 

the Div. 3B side is playing on the Saturday and the rescheduled Div. 1 match is to be 

played on the Sunday. Player A is available to play on both days. The Div. 1 Coach 

wants to use Player A on the Sunday but she is already selected for the Div. 3B 

match on the Saturday.  

She can play for either the Div. 1 side or the Div. 3B side but she cannot play both 

matches because she does not at this point meet the definition of 4.5.(ii). She has 

played 8 matches for the Div. 1 side and then 2 for the Div. 3B side so she is not a 

“regular player in a lower team who is a genuine bench player for the higher team”. 

3.  The Div. 1 Coach got priority and Player A did not play on the Saturday and instead 

played for the Div. 1 side on the Sunday.  For the next 6 matches Player A is only 

able to play 3 times and on each occasion is selected for the Div. 1 side because they 

have some injury issues in the squad. This Saturday the injured players in the Div. 1 

squad are recovered and available to play. Player A is not selected for the Div. 1 side 

– can she play for the Div. 3B side instead? Before she plays for the Div. 3B side - 

explain the position to the League Committee. Given that scenario we are NOT likely 

to agree that she can play for the Div. 3B side.  

This is because Player A has now played 14 matches and 12 of them have been for 

the Div. 1 side. She is a genuine 1st team squad player and must stay with the squad 

for the remainder of the season. There are no genuine loss of form or injury issues 

that relate to Player A.  

4.5 No registered player shall play in more than one League or EHL match per week-end 

without prior approval of the League Committee unless she is: 

(i) a member of the same team playing twice in a week-end,  
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(ii) a regular player in a lower team who is a genuine 'bench player' for a 

higher team – save that the number of bench players who can play the 

second game is limited to two, or 

(iii) a goal-keeper. 

. A “bench player” is a player from a lower team called up to play for a higher team 

because (i) she is a higher team prospect and the call up is to give her relevant 

experience OR (ii) the higher team is struggling with availability and/or injury and has 

exhausted its choice from its regular squad members. If the higher team has selected 

at least 11 players from its regular squad it can call upon its lower team players and 

two will qualify as “bench players” eligible to play for both teams in the same 

weekend. If the higher team is only able to field 11 players for any given match, none 

of the 11 (whether selected from the lower team or not) can meet the definition of 

“bench player”. 

 

Guidance Note to Regulation 4.5 and 4.6 

A player, who is a regular player in a lower team within the League may be allowed to 

bench for the higher team, but only two bench players can play for the higher and lower 

teams in the same weekend. In addition, goalkeepers have been excluded from the 

restrictions on playing twice in one week-end for safety reasons. The restriction of only 

two bench players being permitted to play both matches has been introduced to ensure 

the bench player rules are not abused.   

 

 If it becomes apparent that a genuine bench player will in fact have to play the whole 

match because the higher team is only able to field 11 players, then they no long 

meet the definition and must not play the second match in the same weekend. It is 

entirely at the discretion of the club as to whether the player participates in the match 

for the higher or lower team but they may only play once. 

 

However if the higher team loses a player through injury/illness etc during the warm 

up, such that the bench player is now going to be the 11th player wholly unexpectedly, 

they will retain the status of bench player. In the event of a query it will be the 

responsibility of the club to satisfy the League Committee that the bench player 

became the 11th player unexpectedly. 

 

4.6 Failure to comply with the requirements of regulations 4.1 to 4.5 may lead to a fine of £25 

or be subject to such other penalty or action as the League Committee shall determine.  

For any match in which a violation of regulation 4.4A or 4.5 occurs, or for any match in 

which an unregistered player is played, the offending team shall forfeit any points gained 

in the game, any goals scored and a further two points shall be deducted.  The team 

offended against will retain any points gained and any goals scored in the game.  The 

League Committee may also apply additional penalties at their discretion according to 

circumstances. 

5. MATCH ARRANGEMENTS 

5.1 All matches shall be played in accordance with the Rules of Hockey as published by the 

Hockey Rules Board, on dates agreed by the South Council, and shall be at least 25 

minutes each way and must be played on a synthetic surface. Any university team, 

consisting only of members of that university, may apply to the League Committee for 

permission to rearrange the dates of any matches at the beginning of the season that are 

outside its university term.  Such application must be made at least two months before the 

beginning of the season. 
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Guidance note University teams should not regard this as carte blanche to rely on this 

dispensation in order to play other matches/Tournaments on dates scheduled for League 

matches at the start of the season even if they fall outside of its university term. Nor can a 

University team request frequent rearrangements.  The League dates are available early 

in the summer and university clubs must take responsibility for checking the dates and 

making any necessary applications for alterations as early as possible.  Permission for 

rearranging fixtures will be at the discretion of the League Committee.  The rearranged 

date, which will be fixed by the League Committee, will either be a Sunday or a free 

Saturday in October and January.  

5.2 All matches shall be played on a pitch arranged by the first named team to start no 

earlier than 10.00am. For Divisions 1 and 2 all matches shall be scheduled to start no 

later than 2.30pm. For Divisions 3A and 3B all matches shall be scheduled to start no 

later than 3.00pm. 

(a) Matches should wherever possible start and end in natural light regardless of 

the standard of lighting available. 

(b) The home team should try and take into account their opponents travel 

distance so as to avoid unreasonably early travel starts/late returns for them. 

(c) Away teams must accept that home teams may well have restrictions on pitch 

availability that is beyond their control when considering the match start time.    

Save for the operation of Regulation 6.1(d) matches cannot go ahead if umpires have 

not been allocated in accordance with the League rules.   

If there is a concern about the start time due to travel distance the away team must 

raise that with the home team as soon as the start time is published. If agreement 

cannot be reached quickly, the teams should notify the League Match Secretary 

whose decision will be final.  

Guidance Note 

 Start times for all divisions must not be earlier than 10.00am throughout the season.  

For Divisions 1 and 2, matches must not be scheduled to start later than 2.30 pm For 

Divisions 3A and 3B matches must not be scheduled to start later than 3.00pm. 

Teams playing on water-based pitches must allow for sufficient time in the booking to 

accommodate pitch watering. All teams are asked to consider the distance their 

opponents are travelling when arranging start times. However, if an away team wishes 

to arrive at the venue an hour before start time that is their choice and will not of itself 

necessarily be good reason to request a later start time. As a general guideline an 

8.00am meet for the away team at its usual meeting point will not be regarded as 

unreasonable if it happens only a few times in the season. Please also note that the 

times supplied to the Match Secretary and Umpire Appointments Secretary (see 

regulation 5.3 below) must be the match start time and not the time the pitch becomes 

available for the warm up. 

 

5.3 The home team shall notify the Match Secretary and Umpire Appointments Secretary of 

the venue and start time of each game in advance according to the following schedule: 

 Games between September and December by the preceding 1 August  

 Games between January and April by the preceding 1 December.  
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Any changes to the scheduled start time and/or venue MUST be notified to the Match 

Secretary for changes relating to Divisions 1 and 2, and to the Division 3A/3B Liaison 

Officer for changes relating to Division 3A and 3B. Changes must not be made after 21 

days before the scheduled start date. If this is required, then the home club must notify the 

Match Secretary or Division 3A/3B Liaison Officer as appropriate and give a reason to the 

League. The League has the right to refuse the request. 

Guidance Note – As a matter of courtesy the home club effecting the change should also 

notify the opposition, allocated umpires and umpire co-ordinator. If you want to change the 

time and venue of the game after original submission, then a reason has to be given and 

approved by the League. 

The League controls the schedule of matches to ensure that the times and venues listed in 

FixturesLive are authoritative. The times and venues in FixturesLive should therefore be 

considered definitive. This ensures that notification of start times is easier, umpire 

appointments can be planned further ahead and changes can be controlled. NB while this 

means that teams no longer have responsibility for informing their opposition of start time 

and venue, because this information will be controlled by the League and provided via the 

web and via the Umpire Appointments, out of courtesy clubs should still confirm the fixture 

with each other and confirm strips and hospitality. Proposed changes to times, dates and 

venues must be notified to the Match Secretary or Division 3 Liaison Officer as early as 

possible so that it is absolutely clear that all the parties are aware of the change. 

5.4 The first named team is responsible for checking the pitch facilities, including floodlighting, 

markings, goals, goal-nets etc. If in the opinion of the umpires, the pitch facilities are 

unsafe, they may direct that the match be postponed and will report this to the League via 

the match form. If in the opinion of the umpires the pitch facilities are inadequate they may 

allow the match to be played but will report this to the League via the match form. The 

home team may be fined up to £50 if pitch facilities are deemed to be unsafe or 

inadequate. 

Guidance Note Space has been included on the match report form so the League can 

enforce this regulation. A fine may be imposed for repeated or serious offences. This is 

not designed to penalise clubs for a failure on the day but is designed to draw to clubs' 

attention that constantly playing on an unsuitable surface is not desired.  We understand 

that clubs often hire facilities but they have a responsibility to inform their facility provider 

of any deficiency that is identified from a match and do all within their power to get their 

provider to rectify this, in the interests of the game and safety. 

5.5 Clubs must make an adequate First Aid Kit available pitch-side for each League match. 

Any player sustaining an injury that bleeds or any player with an open wound MUST leave 

the pitch immediately to receive treatment and have the wound covered. 

5.6 Where team benches are provided these should be placed on the side of the pitch (away 

from the crowd) at a point between the halfway line and the 25 yard line. When no bench 

or seats are available then the "notional bench" for each team is the area on the 

appointed side of the pitch between the halfway line and the 25 yard line. Substitutes and 

team officials listed on the team sheet must remain within that area as far as practicable; 

others should be excluded from that area. 

Guidance Note Clubs are reminded that, under the Rules of Hockey, a team consists of a 

maximum of sixteen players.  They should also follow the SCHA Code of Pitchside 

Conduct (see regulation 9). 

5.7 If a club fails to honour a fixture two points shall be deducted and the match must be 

played in accordance with regulation 6.3 as if it were a postponed match.  This will be 

done without prejudice to any further penalty or remission which the League Committee 
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may see fit to impose.  Any team that fails to honour a fixture will be required to reimburse 

any unavoidable costs incurred by their opponents. 

Guidance Note: 

The League Committee will regard very seriously the failure of a team to fulfil a fixture 

other than for the reasons set out in regulation 6.  If such a failure happens more than 

once, the League Committee may consider it appropriate to remove the team concerned 

from the League altogether.  Teams must expect to play on all of the nominated 

Saturdays, the slip dates (subject to the provision for University teams in regulation 5.1) 

and the end of season playoff dates.  The League Committee would expect any team in 

the League to use all or any of their registered players to fulfil a fixture and, where a club 

has more than one team in the League, for the club to ensure that the team playing in the 

higher division or placed higher in the same division honours its fixtures in priority to the 

lower team. 

5.8 Club uniform shall be worn by players participating in League matches in accordance with 

England Hockey uniform regulations. In the event of a clash of colours, the away team 

must change shirts and if necessary socks. If in the opinion of the umpires the colours 

clash, the away team must change. Field players participating in each game shall wear 

skirts and different numbered shirts, and any additional clothing must be of the same 

colour as the corresponding item of clothing.  Goalkeepers must wear shirts contrasting in 

colour with those of both teams and must wear protective equipment as specified in the 

Rules of hockey.  A team whose goalkeeper is not properly equipped shall not be 

permitted to play the individual as a goalkeeper and must withdraw the individual and 

instead play with 11 outfield players. A team who refuses to do so in such circumstances 

will be treated as having failed to honour the fixture. 

6. POSTPONEMENT 

6.1 A match may be postponed only: 

(a) in the event of adverse weather conditions or ground conditions, by the manager 

or captain of the home team up to 1 hour before the designated starting time of a 

match and thereafter by the umpires in consultation with the managers and 

captains of both teams; 

(b) In the event of three or more registered players from one of the participating Clubs 

being required for Regional, National or International commitments or EH priority 

matches, whether indoor or outdoor. However, dispensation for a postponement 

will not apply to the EH Mixed, 035 or Youth knockout competitions unless the 

match concerned is a quarter final round or higher. Dispensation for such a 

postponement must be sought by the club concerned at least 14 days in advance 

of the fixture. 

Guidance Note Registered players being required for Regional/National/International 

indoor or outdoor commitments or some other EH priority - this is taken to apply only to 

players whose names have regularly appeared on the team-sheet (Match Report Form). 

(c) If there are no umpires available for appointment to the match. 

(d) In the event of the non-arrival of the appointed umpire. If a suitably qualified 

umpire is found, then, with the agreement of both Captains and the other umpire 

(before the game commences), the game can go ahead. 

(e) In the case of double booking of pitches. 

(f) In the event that there are not present to start the game, within 20 minutes of the 

scheduled starting time, at least seven members of each team. 
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Guidance Note This is to clarify that where teams are delayed on their journey to the 

game through circumstances beyond their control, then the match is postponed rather 

than treated as not honoured. Teams are required to exercise due diligence in attempting 

to arrive for matches by the start time and should make every effort to notify the other 

team and the umpires if they run into difficulties. 

Both teams are expected to make sensible arrangements to check the condition of 

the pitch when weather conditions have been bad in the 48 hours prior to match day 

or are expected to be bad on match day. It is the home team’s responsibility to make 

a pitch inspection as early as possible on match day i.e. as early as access to the 

pitch is possible in the morning. It is both teams’ responsibility to have liaised and 

provided appropriate mobile numbers so that the home team can notify the opposition 

and the umpires, preferably before they have to travel, if the pitch is unplayable. 

 

It is also accepted that occasionally weather conditions will be such that although the 

pitch may be playable, the conditions for the away team mean that travelling is 

impossible or too dangerous. That should be taken into account when deciding if a 

game should be postponed. In the event of a query it will always be the away team’s 

responsibility to satisfy the League Committee that it was not reasonable to expect 

them to travel to the pitch. In the event the League Committee is not satisfied, the 

away team will be treated as having failed to honour the fixture.  

 

In the event of a temporary technical failure of the pitch, delays caused by e.g. an 

injury in the preceding game or by excessive traffic problems delaying the arrival of 

the opposition and/or umpires - the 20-minute delay to the start time before a match 

is declared postponed, can be extended if the extension is agreed to by both teams 

and the umpires. It is acknowledged that waiting more than 20 minutes after the 

scheduled start time is unlikely to be realistic where the pitch is not under the direct 

control of the home Club. 

 

If a match does have to be postponed the League Match Secretary and in the case of 

Div 3A and 3B also the Div 3A/3B Liaison Officer, should be notified by the home 

team as soon as possible. 

 

 

6.2 Once a match has been started, it may only be abandoned by the unanimous decision of 

the umpires, who must advise the captains of both teams and the Match Secretary of the 

reason for their decision.  The League Committee shall decide whether the match should 

be rearranged as a postponed match or that the result at the time of abandonment should 

stand. 

6.3 Postponed matches should be played on or before the second slip date following the 

postponed match. Rearranged League games must take precedence over friendly 

matches but are subject to umpire availability and also to either affected team being 

required for an event on the England Hockey priority calendar (subject to the 

exclusion of EH Mixed, 035 and Youth knockout rounds below that of quarter final) on 

either of the relevant slip dates, when the postponed match must be played on the 

next available slip date. The date, venue and start time must be notified to the Match 

Secretary and SCHUA Appointments Secretary for Divisions 1 and 2 and in the case 

of Division 3A and 3B to the Division 3 Liaison Officer and the relevant County 

Umpire Association as early as possible. 

Guidance note: Slip dates which are published in the handbook should be considered as 

a league date for the purposes of availability. It is strongly recommended you make that 
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clear to all squad players. Lack of player availability for a slip date match (unless 

regulation 6.1 (b) applies) will not be an acceptable reason for failing to honour the fixture. 

7. NOTIFICATION OF MATCH RESULTS 

7.1 The home team must return the result of the match to the League by 6.30pm on the day 

of the match. The result should be submitted by text to the League's result service or 

should be telephoned to the Match Secretary only in the event of failure of the text service.  

7.2 A completed match form is required from each fixture. Before the game both teams 

should complete their list of players for the fixture including ID number and shirt number. 

Players should be listed in alphabetical order. The match form should be handed to the 

umpires 15 minutes before the start of the game. After the game the home team should 

enter the result; scorers of goals (by shirt number) and any cards awarded and ensure 

that the away team and umpires complete any information required of them. The form 

should then be signed by both captains/managers and both umpires. The home team 

should then return the form to the Registration Secretary by post or by email to arrive no 

later than the Wednesday following the fixture. If sent by email, the original must still be 

posted as soon as possible. 

7.3 Any team failing to submit their result by the due time, failing to forward the Match Report 

form by the required date, failing to notify the league of their scorers, submitting an 

incomplete or inaccurate form, or in any other way failing to fulfil their team duties shall be 

fined a sum of £25. If the fine is not paid to the League Secretary within 14 days of being 

notified the penalty shall be doubled. If a team has any fines outstanding by 30th April 

they shall be suspended from the league. 

Guidance note:  This sets out the responsibilities of each team following a match. Teams 

are required to complete the match form and notify the League via the FixturesLive results 

service certain data about the match. There are instructions for this on the Match Report 

Form and regulations are provided here. Make sure the relevant people in the team 

know what how this works. 

Teams need to complete the match form fully, accurately and to make league 

administration easier and less time consuming. The completed signed match form must 

be sent by post and both sides of the form must be scanned so as to be legible to the 

recipient and sent by email to the Registration Secretary, with an automatic ‘Read receipt’ 

request.  Teams will be fined if the scanned copy does not reach the Registration 

Secretary by midnight of the Wednesday following the fixture. 

8. UMPIRES 

8.1 Umpires officiating at Division 1 and 2 matches will be appointed by the SCHUA and shall 

be: 

 members of the Level Two Register or higher register; 

 seconded candidates for the Level Two Register; or  

 specially approved by the SCHUA. 

8.2 Umpires officiating at Division 3A or 3B matches will be appointed by the respective 

County Umpiring Associations and shall be: 

 members of the Level One Register or higher register; or 

 specially approved by their respective County Umpiring Association. 
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8.3 Each club shall nominate for each of its teams in the League, an umpire qualified in 

accordance with regulations 8.1 and 8.2, who shall be available for appointment to 

League matches.  Failure by teams in Div 1 and Div 2 to nominate a level 2 umpire or 

level 2 candidate to SCHUA and notify the League of that nomination by 1st August 

will result in that team starting the season with an automatic 12 point deduction. 

Any team having had the 12 point deduction in the current season who also fails 

the make the required umpire nomination in the following season will start that 

season with a 15 point deduction. The League Committee has discretion to reduce the 

automatic deduction in the event of a late acceptable nomination. The deduction would 

only be fully reversed if the late acceptable nomination was received by the Committee 

and SCHUA prior to the date of the first scheduled league match.  An acceptable 

nomination must be of a level 2 umpire/candidate who is ready willing and able to take 

appointments from SCHUA to officiate at SCWHL Div 1 and Div 2 matches. The minimum 

commitment is acceptance of not less than two appointments in any four Saturdays on 

which SCWHL matches are scheduled. 

Teams in Divisions 3A and 3B who fail to comply with the umpire requirements imposed 

by the relevant County Umpiring Association and the League will incur a points deduction.  

Guidance Note: When nominating such an umpire/umpire candidate under regulation 8.1, 

the Club must be able to demonstrate the individual has a genuine affiliation with the Club 

or is new to SCHUA. It is not acceptable to simply contact an umpire already taking 

appointments from SCHUA and ask them to be “your umpire”.  Don’t put a name forward 

unless you have talked to them and they are able to meet the minimum commitment. The 

preferred commitment is 3 matches in 4 but if everyone nominated takes 2 in 4, SCHUA 

believes it can cover all the Div 1 and 2 matches. 

It is strongly suggested that teams in Div. 3A & B do not regard this as just a Div 1 and 2 

requirement.  If you have aspirations to be promoted into Div 2 and beyond, you need to 

start considering this issue now and not wait until you achieve promotion 

8.4 In the event SCHUA has insufficient umpires to allocate to all Div 1 and 2 matches on a 

given Saturday, priority will be given to those teams who have not been subject to the 

automatic deduction in regulation 8.3 above.   

8.5 The procedure for clubs for home games, with regard to the appointment and treatment of 

umpires set out at the end of these regulations must be followed for all League matches. 

9. DISCIPLINE 

9.1 The Disciplinary Code of England Hockey shall be applied at all League matches. 

9.2 The SCHA Code of Pitchside Conduct set out at the end of these regulations must be 

followed at all League matches.  Contravention of the Code of Pitch Side Conduct should 

be included in any report. Umpires should advise County and League Officials of any 

abuse of this Code. 

10. PROMOTION AND RELEGATION 

10.1 The points awarded for League games shall be as follows: 

 3 points for a win 

 1 point for a draw  

10.2 In the event of an equality on points at the end of the season, places shall be determined 

by consideration of each of the following in order: 

 Goal difference 
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 Highest number of goals "for"  

 Result of the games between the teams concerned 

 A penalty stroke competition (where promotion or relegation is relevant).  

Promotion and relegation places will be decided by the League Committee. As a  

minimum:- automatic relegation from Div. 1 will be two teams; automatic promotion from 

Div. 2 will be two teams; automatic relegation from Div. 2 will be two teams; automatic 

promotion from Div. 3 will be the top team for each of Div. 3A & 3B. Should a third team 

need to be promoted into Div. 2, the teams finishing second in Div. 3A & 3B will playoff at 

a neutral venue with umpires provided by SCHUA. The winner would be promoted into 

Div 2 and the loser will remain in Div. 3. The team being relegated from Div 2 will be 

placed into either Div 3A or 3B depending on their county affiliation and the discretion of 

the League Committee. 

Relegation from Div 3A and 3B will be decided on an individual league basis. E.g. if 4 

teams are to be relegated this will be the bottom two teams from each of Div. 3A & 3B. In 

the event an odd number of teams are to be relegated from Div. 3, there would be a 

playoff. E.g. 5 teams must be relegated, the bottom two teams in Div. 3A & 3B will go and 

the teams finishing in 10th place in each of Div. 3A & 3B will playoff at a neutral venue with 

umpires supplied by SCHUA. The winner will remain in Div. 3 and the loser returns to 

their County League. 

The total number of teams that are relegated will be determined by the League 

Committee to meet the requirements in Rule 1.2. The teams in the combined list of results 

with the lowest number of points will be relegated, in the case of an equal number of 

points the following criteria will be used. Goal difference, Goals scored, Goals conceded. 

To maintain the requirements of Rule 1.2 the League Committee will allocate eligible 

teams into Division 3A and 3B for the following season taking into consideration 

geographical position and travel arrangements. 

Guidance – Currently Division 3A and 3B is divided on a mainly County basis. Whilst that 

will be given priority in order to limit travel time, teams must realise that some mixing up 

will take place to enable the 3A and 3B Divisions to remain equal in number. No 

guarantees will be given that a team playing in e.g. 3A which is neither relegated nor 

promoted will remain in 3A the following season as it may be necessary to switch them 

into 3B. The same would apply to a team in 3B. 

Because the EHL rules currently give rise to the possibility of four teams being relegated 

into the League, it is not possible to be more specific about the number of promotions and 

relegations, although the League Committee will attempt to give guidance as early as 

possible. 

11. The home team is expected to provide hospitality for the away team and the umpires. Any 

away team not requiring hospitality shall inform the home team prior to the fixture. 

12. Each club by its entry into the League shall be deemed to have agreed to be bound by 

these League regulations and any amendment which may from time to time be adopted.  

The League Committee reserves the right to reduce or increase any penalty set out in 

these rules if it reasonably considers it appropriate. In the event of any DISPUTE which 

may arise in connection with these regulations or other matters relating to the League, the 

League Committee shall determine the action to be taken.  Clubs shall have the right to 

appeal against a decision of the League Committee to the Officers of the SCHA, whose 

decision shall be final. Any appeal must be made in writing, within 7 days of the original 

decision being made, sent to the SCHA Secretary and copied to the League Secretary. A 

£100 deposit must be paid to the SCHA when lodging an appeal. 
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APPOINTMENT OF UMPIRES 

PROCEDURES FOR CLUBS FOR HOME GAMES 

1. The Umpire Liaison Officer will, by the time shown on the appointment sheet, contact all 

umpires appointed to their league games, to confirm the venue, time, how to get there.  If 

necessary, send them a map. 

2. When the Umpires arrive at the ground ensure that they have somewhere to change and 

show them to the pitch if necessary. 

3. After the match make sure that the umpires receive teas with the players. 

4. In the event of cancellation or any change in time/venue, subsequently occurring, the 

club's Umpire Liaison Officer must notify the Match Secretary who will contact the 

Umpires and the opposition. Do not confuse this with postponements due to bad weather 

or an unfit pitch (see Rule 6). 

5. If any cancellation or change is not notified to the Match Secretary, any additional 

expenses incurred by the umpires will be charged to the club. 

CODE OF PITCHSIDE CONDUCT  

1. It is the responsibility of the clubs to ensure that good manners and courtesy prevail 

towards the opposition, umpires and other officials before, during and after the game.  

2. Once the pitch is available, the home Captain shall assume authority for the pitch and its 

surrounding area.  

3. Clubs are advised to ensure that they have adequate insurance cover and that they are 

aware of local health and safety legislation regarding the pitch and their facilities.  

4. Captains and Umpires should: -  

a. Agree the location of managers, coaches, substitutes and suspended players during 
their suspensions and from where substitutions will take place.  

 
b. Satisfy themselves as to the quality and safety of the pitch and its facilities and 

ensure that other pitch side furniture is removed to the safest location.  
 
c. Check the availability and location of an emergency telephone and first aid.  
 
d. Agree with home team officials the location and allowed proximity of spectators.  
 
e. Substitutes should warm up in clothing in a colour other than the participating teams 

in the agreed area of the pitch side.  
 
f. Coaches and managers must remain in their designated area.  
 
g. Vocal communication by team officials and players on the bench must not, in any 

way, be directed at the umpires or players of the opposing team.  
 
h. Players not taking part in the game, or those in subsequent or previous matches, 

must not knock up or cool down on or near the pitch while the match is in progress. 
 
i. Post match inquests should be held away from the pitch. 
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j. Spectators should be advised, if necessary, of matters relating to their conduct and 
particularly in so far as this affects the game in hand. 

 
k. Small children should not be allowed to wander freely around the perimeter of the 

pitch while games are in progress. Children should remain under the control of the 
parent/guardian at all times. 

 
l. Babies in pushchairs should not be left parked on the side of the pitch  
 
m. In accordance with the Association’s Child Protection Policy clubs must provide an 

area where junior players, when suspended, can be supervised. (“Young players 
must not be left alone on the side-line without guidance or supervision, and they must 
wear adequate clothing in accordance with the weather conditions.”) 

 
n. Suspended players must not be allowed to go behind the back-line or goal. 
 
o. Captains, coaches and managers should be responsible for the conduct of their 

players at all times.   
 
 
Effective for season 2019/20 


